Introduction
In recent years, the great progress has been made in the study of the accuracy and stability of optical frequency standards. The most precise study in experiment was
× 10
ିଵ from the frequence ratio of AL + and Hg + optical atomic clocks [1] . The most accurate trapped-ion clocks were two Al + clocks which have the fractional frequency uncertainty of 8.6 × 10 ିଵ଼ [2] , the accuracy of an optical lattice clock based on Sr atoms has been reported with an inaccuracy of 1.5× 10 ିଵ [3] . The more accurate frequency standard is essential for further study of the fine-structure constant α. Recent researches have found that the fractional uncertainty of the transition rate in the atomic clocks which based on highly charged ions (HCIs) can be smaller than 10 ିଵଽ , the sensitivity to the variation of α is assessed as up to 10 -20 year -1 [4, 5] . Hence the highly charged ions can be the candidates for atomic clocks, search for variation of fine-structure constant, and quantum information. These ions must have the optical transition so that they can be excited by available lasers. And they should have metastable states with long lifetimes so that they can be made atomic clocks.
Therefore it is necessary to study the energy levels, transition rates and lifetimes of these ions [6] . And furthermore, the research about Sb-isoelectronic sequence ions are lacking and our research can add the database and offer a reference. Meanwhile, the Sb-like ions belong to multiple electron system and our results can provide a reference for other scientific research in this respect.
There were many scholars and research institutes have made studies on this subject. M. S. Safronova and S. G. Porsev et al. have researched it in depth, they studied atomic properties of Cd-like and Sn-like ions for the development of frequency standards and researched the variation of the fine-structure constant in 2014 [7] . In 2014, they studied the energies, transition wavelengths and lifetimes of Ag-like and In-like ions [6] . J. C. Berengut and V. A. Dzuba investigated an optical frequency standard according to the electric-octupole reference transition in a single trapped 171 Yb + ion in experiment in 2012 [8] .
There are studies found out that transitions near level crossings in HCIs can provide higher sensitivity to α variation than any other optical transitions seen in atomic systems [9, 10] . The level crossing refers to the energies of some orbitals which have larger principal quantum number are smaller than orbitals which have smaller principal quantum number, it is because that the filling order of electron shells in neutral atoms depends on the Madelung rule but changes to the Coulomb rule with the increasing of ion charge, Zion. Most level crossings occur at a relatively low ion stage, the interesting cases are those that occur in HCIs with Z ion ≥ 5, the crossing of 4f-5s occurs at a relatively higher degree of ionization [11] .
In this work, we calculated the atomic properties and transition parameters of 
Method
In our work, the package of GRASP2K was used to calculate the energy levels and transition parameters, it is based on the multi-configuration Dirac-Hartree-Fock (MCDHF) method. The theoretical basis of this approach has been discussed in many reports [13] [14] [15] [16] . So we gave a brief summarization of the MCDHF method in this paper. For a given N electronic system, the configuration state functions (CSFs) ‫|ܯܬܲ‪Γ‬ۦ‬ are composed by a liner combination of Slater determinants of the single electron Dirac orbitals. The atomic state functions (ASFs) |ߛ r ‫ۧܯܬܲ‬ are obtained by a linear combination of CSFs with the same magnetic quantum number M, parity and total angular momentum J: 
Where the second item is the coulomb interaction between two electrons in an instant, the first ‫ܪ‬ is the Hamiltonian of the single electron i expressed in ( )
· 1
So the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian can be given in
Where ܲ ప is momentum operator, ܸ ௨. ሺ‫ݎ‬ ሻ is Nuclear potential field, ߙ and ߚ are 4 × 4 Dirac matrices. The ܸ is the monopole part of the electron-nucleus Coulomb interaction. In the relativistic self-consistent field procedure, the Configuration mixing coefficients and radial parts of the Dirac orbitals were optimized to self-consistency. Some important high order effects should be considered in the process of calculation. In this work, the transverse photon interaction (Breit) and the quantum electrodynamics (QED) corrections including self-energy and vacuum polarization were considered as perturbative corrections. The wavelength of the transition is obtained according to
The lifetime of energy levels is the reciprocal of the sum of all transition rates from this level to other low levels:
In the MCDHF theory, the configuration state functions (CSFs) are generated by restrictive active space methods, it means that electrons are limited to be active between specified orbitals. We do this by exciting electrons from the reference configurations to a set of orbitals called the active set (AS). Then we expand the configuration space by increasing the principal quantum number systematically. added the 5d、5f and 5g shells to our active set. For the n = 6 orbitals, we still use a complete VV space approach and add the n = 6 (with l≤ 4) orbitals to the active set.
Results and discussion

Energy levels
As mentioned earlier, the noteworthy cases are those that occur in HCIs with Z ion ≥ 5 and the crossing of Sb-like ions occurs at a relatively higher degree of ionization [11] . Hence we infer that the level crossing may happen in Ce 7+ or Pr
8+
, but there are few reference about these ions so we calculate the Cs 4+ and Ba 5+ to verify the veracity of our result. Further, the energy differences between the ground state and several low excited states are small enough to be excited by lasers. 
Transition parameters
Because transitions near level crossings in HCIs can provide higher sensitivity to α variation than others [9, 10] 
Summary
In this work, the atomic properties and transition parameters of Sb- 
